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Summary  
 

Real-Life Science Mysteries puts an exciting new spin on scientific thinking by profiling real-life 
scientists, showing students in Years 5–8 they can use science in their everyday lives. From a biologist 
studying the habits of garter snakes to a landscape designer and greenhouse owner, the scientists in this 
book share information and solutions to the thorniest problems they face in their scientific careers. 
 
With the more than 30 activities included in Real-Life Science Mysteries, students will be required to 
try their hand at solving common science problems and performing experiments while learning about 
real people from diverse backgrounds, all of whom share a love for discovering how things work, why 
things work and how things can work better. This book is perfect for any science classroom or young 
scientists looking to increase their knowledge! 
 
About the Author: Colleen Kessler is passionate about kids, learning, science and books, and she 
indulges those passions every day as a science and education writer. Whether she is in her office 
overlooking her backyard, a National Wildlife Federation Certified Wildlife Habitat, taking a hike 
through the nearby meadows or woods, or trying out new experiments for her books, Colleen has 
written textbook chapters, teacher resources, lessons, experiments, games, levelled readers and more 
for numerous educational publishers. She is the author of science books including Hands-On Ecology, 
Super Smart Science, A Project Guide to Birds and Reptiles and A Project Guide to the Solar System. 
 

Other Resources  
 

• Everyday Earth and Space Science Mysteries for Inquiry-Based Science Teaching (NST0850) 

• Teaching Students to Think Like Scientists (SOT1239) 

• Brain-Powered Science: Inquiry Learning with Unexpected Results (NST0805) 

• Predict, Observe, Explain: Activities Enhancing Science Understanding (NST0942) 


